
           
  
 

 
 

 

Candice Lin – Statement 

 

Thank you so much for choosing to award me the Arnaldo Pomodoro Sculpture Prize. I am 

incredibly honored and grateful to be chosen for this prestigious Prize by such an 

accomplished panel of committee members. It is even more amazing considering the legacy of 

the sculptor Arnaldo Pomodoro and the other contemporary artists this Prize has supported. I 

am thrilled to be in company with these artists. 

 

I have been working for the past several years with ephemeral materials making sculptural 

installations that challenge institutional space with unstable elements like a mist of distilled 

urine, a slowly growing cochineal red stain, and a crumbling, eroding bedroom made of 

unfired porcelain.  
 
Some of these precarious installations evolve over the course of time, and involve processes of 

dyeing, filtration, fermentation and decay, without leaving behind a solid, stable art object. 

These experimental approaches pose challenges to their collection and preservation. This 

instability has sometimes conceptually been part of the artwork itself, involving the museum 

or institution in negotiating and care-taking for an installation with unfixed boundaries. 

Because of this my work hasn’t relied on commercial sales to sustain itself, so receiving a Prize 

like the Arnaldo Pomodoro Sculpture Prize feels extremely critical and gratifying. Not only 

because my practice is one that relies on support from non-commercial organizations and 

lovers of art, but also because this recognition validates the risks I have taken in my artistic 

practice.  

 

I plan to use the generous Prize funds to develop a new body of work that continues my 

research into global textile histories and techniques, combining these with abstracted wooden 

forms that reference animals and barricades. I hope to be able to share some of this new work 

when it is completed at the Arnaldo Pomodoro Sculpture Prize exhibition at Galleria d'Arte 

Moderna this winter.  

 

The Arnaldo Pomodoro Sculpture Prize has a demonstrated history of broadening the idea of 

sculpture and highlighting the work of artists who operate in ways that are not always in line 

with the fluctuations of taste or art markets. It is an incredible honor to be recognized as an 

artist who strives to make work that takes part in the ongoing conversation about what 

sculpture is and can be defined as. 
Candice Lin, April 2022 


